
25 most shocking global poverty
facts
Halloween, schmalloween. The most shocking things in life aren’t haunted houses or
ghosts that go “BOO!” – it’s what’s happening right outside your window.

I asked our policy team to share the most surprising, illuminating facts they’ve come across
in global development. Here’s what they said:

1. More people have access to a mobile phone than a toilet

https://imgflip.com/i/davka
http://www.one.org/us/2014/10/21/25-most-shocking-global-poverty-facts/#
http://www.one.org/us


2. Every year, developing countries are robbed of more than $1 trillion that
could fight poverty, disease and hunger.
The reason? Corporate secrecy and phantom firms. More here.

3. More than one-third of Africa lacks clean water.
That’s nearly the population of the United States and Canada combined.

4. We’ve boosted the number of people who have access to life-saving
HIV-treatment globally by 4200% since 2002.
In 2002, it was 300,000 people. Today, it’s 12.9 million.

5. Africa is way bigger than you think.
Here’s the map to prove it:

http://one.org/scandal
http://one-org.s3.amazonaws.com/us/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/mobile-phone-11.jpg


6. Cowboys Stadium uses more electricity than Liberia
During moments of peak demand on game day, the 80,000-seat stadium may consume up to
10 megawatts of electricity. Liberia has the capacity to pump less than a third as much power
into its national grid.

http://one-org.s3.amazonaws.com/us/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/5e01ab85f93a24658b52edc568e71798.jpg


7. Less than 1 percent of the US budget goes to fighting extreme poverty.
I know lots of you know that one, but it still surprises people.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9kv_v95mrg


8. Between 1/4 and 1/3 of the 4 billion metric tons of food produced is lost
or wasted
That’s a lot of food… in the trash. More here.

9. Individual US states are much richer than we think
Or… countries outside the US are much poorer than we think.

https://www.facebook.com/ONE/photos/pb.11055104471.-2207520000.1412875102./10152038561109472/?type=3&src=https%3A%2F%2Fscontent-b.xx.fbcdn.net%2Fhphotos-xpf1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-9%2F1977217_10152038561109472_1219435712_n.jpg%3Foh%3D0153dde969e20acec59d491bccf1315c%26oe%3D54B44B28&size=505%2C526&fbid=10152038561109472


10. Here’s what Google autocomplete says about sub-Saharan Africa

https://www.facebook.com/ONE/photos/pb.11055104471.-2207520000.1412875191./10151992802544472/?type=3&amp;src=https%3A%2F%2Ffbcdn-sphotos-c-a.akamaihd.net%2Fhphotos-ak-xaf1%2Fv%2Ft1.0-9%2F1796462_10151992802544472_1598739743_n.png%3Foh%3D73b4347d668268df4f1beea828346d06%26oe%3D54C669F5%26__gda__%3D1421517307_31bc89c91d81f379824534759e9a81e8&amp;size=871%2C576&amp;fbid=10151992802544472


11. Diarrhea and pneumonia together kill more kids than AIDS, malaria and
TB combined.
The sad part is that these are all preventable, treatable diseases that no one should have to die
from.

12. 1.2 billion people live off  $1.25 a day
But the cool thing is that we can get this number to zero by 2030. Seriously. 

13. A child born to a mother who can read is 50% more likely to survive
past the age of 5.
This stat is crazy and I can hardly believe it, but it’s true.

14. Africa uses less than 3% of the world’s energy, despite having 12.5% of
the world’s population.

http://www.one.org/us/shareworthy/bono-at-ted/


The United States uses 19%.

15. Of all the 26 countries where the rate of extreme poverty is over 40%,
only 2 are NOT in sub-Saharan Africa

16. Poor people in developing countries spend 60-80% of their income on
food.
Americans spend less than 10%.

17. The value of Africa’s exports of oil, gas and minerals was nearly 8x the
value of international aid the continent received in 2011.
Which begs the question… where is the money going?

18. 8 out of 10 people in sub-Saharan Africa heat their home and cook food
using open fires.
Which is really, really bad for your health.

19. 75% of the world’s food is generated from only 12 plants and 5 animal
species.

20. 165 million people suffer from childhood malnutrition.
If they joined hands, they could form a complete circle around the earth.

21. Only 2 African countries publish sufficient budget information for
citizens to know what their governments are spending money on.
Hey, government: how much are we spending on public education? Oh, you have no idea? K
thanks bye.

22. If unchecked, the Ebola epidemic is expected to infect 1.4 million
people by January 2015.
This is more than twice the number of people killed and wounded in the US Civil War.

23. Road crashes kill more young adults (aged between 15 and 44 years) in
Africa than malaria.
If you haven’t already, join the Global Road Safety Partnership.

24. Americans spend more on Halloween than the entire world spends on
malaria in a year
Now this fact is just straight up scary.

http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-monitoring-report/report-card/twin-goals/ending-extreme-poverty-cont
http://www.cleancookstoves.org/
http://www.grsproadsafety.org/
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25. 3 million children die from malnutrition every year.
Imagine if every child between the ages of 0 and 4 in the states of Maryland, New Jersey,
Virginia, New York, Connecticut, Delaware and D.C. died in 2013. It would be utter chaos.

Big thanks to ONE’s global policy team for sharing the most powerful stats they’ve found in
development! 

Take action
We can turn these facts into fiction. Join ONE’s global movement of over 6
million people working together to end extreme poverty.
Are you a college student? Help raise awareness for global poverty on your campus. Sign up
to be a campus leader here.  
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Loralie Mcgill-Ardolino · President at Tin KB Coffee Co. Pictures
Americans spend more on Halloween than the entire world spends on malaria in a
year

Now this fact is just straight up scary.

Like · Reply · 15 · Oct 22, 2014 5:08pm

John Hockaday · Owner at Self-Employed
All of them!

Like · Reply · 2 · Oct 22, 2014 6:23pm

Runwork Zim · Nyamandi high school
Whats the point of listing without a paradigm shift as a way forward?
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Malaka Gharib · Editor at NPR
Great point. I added a call to action to the end of this!
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Maureen Holland · Tottenham County Grammar School
Facts 7 & 25 shocked me the most-astounding!!
Like · Reply · Oct 22, 2014 7:06pm

Kerley Kerley
All these facts are shocking. Could you include the source of the numbers related to
Ebola?
Like · Reply · Oct 22, 2014 9:44pm

Malaka Gharib · Editor at NPR
Yes! http://www.nytimes.com/.../ebola-cases-could-reach-14...
Like · Reply · Oct 22, 2014 9:48pm

Kerley Kerley
Malaka Gharib Thank you!
Like · Reply · Oct 22, 2014 9:58pm

Tim Pitt · London, United Kingdom
interesting 'facts'. what i would find more interesting is exactly how the one
organisation actually goes about changing these 'facts' and how they measure their
success?
Like · Reply · Oct 22, 2014 9:57pm

Malaka Gharib · Editor at NPR
Great question, Tim. We do all kinds of things! -->
http://www.one.org/us/issues/ and run all kinds of actions -->
http://www.one.org/us/take-action/every-parent/
Like · Reply · Oct 22, 2014 10:48pm

Tim Pitt · London, United Kingdom
Malaka Gharib ive lived in kenya for the past year and traveled around
tanzania deep into the countries and seen the poverty and the extent of it
first hand. for example what budget does one have for these two countries?
do you have detailed documents outlining exactly what you are doing on
the ground in these countries? obviously to reduce poverty anywhere near
as much as one claims it can, you need to massively scale your work. id be
interested in the nuts and bolts. i also have to say that mostly what you
have written are not facts. they are estimates. thanks .
Like · Reply · Oct 22, 2014 11:40pm

Greta Mina Reda
A lot of them appear to be facts based on reliable, information. She has
posted sources for many and I'd be willing to bet that she has access to
and would freely cite the rest. I am just curious as to what your sources are
to claim that these are not fact. It just seems a bit strange to me to be
critical of an organization that is, and continues to be making a difference in
extreme poverty.
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Catherine Kayya Murphy · Youth Ambassador at ONE
No 17. It pisses me off, the continent is rich but its people aren't. Where is the
money?

Like · Reply · 10 · Oct 22, 2014 11:13pm

Ian N Maria Nyland · Dawson City
I don't see the logic in No. 17. We are given no information about what
those resources were sold for. I'm not saying aid amts should be less. No.
17 seems to say that if I sell you a resource for x amt of money, you should
in addition also give me a gift that is worth at least x or more.

Like · Reply · 1 · Oct 23, 2014 6:11am

Malaka Gharib · Editor at NPR
Ian N Maria Nyland We agree. Take action against corruption in the
extractives industry here: http://www.one.org/scandal/en/

Like · Reply · 3 · Oct 23, 2014 2:05pm

Wayne Ciullo · Steward at The Trustees
Natural. Resource. Curse. Look it up and you won't wonder anymore.

Like · Reply · 1 · Oct 23, 2014 2:28pm
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Greta Mina Reda
#25... That's incredibly sad. 3 million children!!! There are just no words.
Like · Reply · Oct 23, 2014 2:54am

Michelle Barrett · Cary, North Carolina
The Halloween stat is just crazy!
Like · Reply · Oct 23, 2014 3:50am
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